Requirements for Master Level Certification

Teaching Philosophy

3 minute video: Discuss your Teaching Methods/Approaches which names language acquisition theories or other educational approaches and is explained with examples. Examples of how inclusive classroom practices are conducted to ensure all students are recognized and engaged. Examples should reflect a variety of student populations including, race, disability etc.

Teaching Demo

10 minute video, attach lesson plan and materials for the same lesson shown on your teaching demo. This should be a mid-semester course related to ASL.
Make sure your video includes:
- Grammatical/linguistic component
- Cultural component
- Evidence of Multiple teaching strategies
- Use of communication behaviors, classroom layout and other ASL Centric classroom techniques
- Creative use of Technology

Assessment

4 minute video, explain your assessments for an entry level course. Explain the assessments you use and how you test students as well as show unique, creative and varied tools. If you discuss a rubric, make sure to explain what is on your rubric. Attach a variety of assessment objects you use such as an assignment, quiz, exam, and rubric.

Mini-Presentation

Develop a mini workshop (approx 30 min) based on a topic from Teaching Methods, Assessment, Curriculum Development or Language Acquisition. This workshop should be directed to ASL Teachers.
For this part, there should be four items:
- ASL Abstract (2 minutes)
- English Abstract (200 words)
- a Powerpoint or an outline of your presentation
- A list of citations (can be in the Powerpoint)

DO NOT SUBMIT THE FULL WORKSHOP